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Abstract
The introduction of living cells to manufacturing process has enabled the engineering of
complex biological tissues in vitro. The recent advances in biofabrication with extremely high
resolution (e.g. at single cell level) have greatly enhanced this capacity and opened new avenues
for tissue engineering. In this review, we comprehensively overview the current biofabrication
strategies with single-cell resolution and categorize them based on the dimension of the
single-cell building blocks, i.e. zero-dimensional single-cell droplets, one-dimensional
single-cell filaments and two-dimensional single-cell sheets. We provide an informative
introduction to the most recent advances in these approaches (e.g. cell trapping, bioprinting,
electrospinning, microfluidics and cell sheets) and further illustrated how they can be used in
in vitro tissue modelling and regenerative medicine. We highlight the significance of
single-cell-level biofabrication and discuss the challenges and opportunities in the field.

Keywords: cellular building block, modular assembly, single-cell resolution, in vitro model,
regenerative medicine

1. Introduction

The diverse function of natural organisms is highly related
to their heterogeneous structure and composition. As an
interdisciplinary technology, biofabrication provides reliable
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strategies for the manipulation and positioning of cells
and biomaterials to recapitulate the native counterpart. The
traditional bulk biofabrication approaches usually exhibit poor
controllability over component distribution. Biofabrication
strategies based on modular assembly use cells and mater-
ials as building blocks to construct desired patterns or
structures, demonstrating their potential in various biomed-
ical applications, such as in vitro tissue modeling and
regenerative medicine [1, 2].

With a closer look at the native tissues at the cell scale,
one can find that many tissues exhibit cellular structures
with fine features down to single cell level (figure 1). For
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Figure 1. Illustration of representative tissues/organs with heterogeneous construction at single-cell scale.

example, pancreatic islets are composited of at least five
types of cells, which form spacial junctions locally within
a dimension of several cells. The tight and orderly structure
allows cell–cell interaction and maintains the blood glucose
homeostasis [3]. Skeletal muscle is a typical anisotropic
tissue containing bundled muscle fascicles encased by the
epimysium. The vascularized and innervated muscle fascicles
exhibit the normal function by order transition between relax-
ation and contraction [4]. Alveolus is another example, which
presents multi-layer walls surrounded by a network of capil-
laries for gas exchange. The unique topological structure and
the multi-layer air-blood interface with a few micrometers of
thickness provide a large surface (100–140 m2) for effective
gas exchange [5]. These heterogeneous structures with cell-
scale features are vital in native tissues, which, however, are
difficult to engineer in vitro when using cell populations as
the building materials. The spontaneous and time-consuming
cell self-assembly within the engineered cellular scaffold fur-
ther adds to the difficulty in recapitulating heterogeneity pre-
cisely. On the other hand, due to the heterogeneity within the
same cell population, high-throughput platforms with single-
cell resolution are necessary to facilitate the exploration of
single-cell analysis. Therefore, the development of biofabrica-
tion strategies with single-cell resolution will greatly contrib-
ute to both in vivo and in vitro tissue engineering applications.

In the past decade, biofabrication technology has been seen
with numerous progress, including those achieving single-cell
resolution [6–8]. For example, accurate controllability over

the separation and deposition of single cells can be achieved
by cell trapping or single-cell printing for single-cell analysis
and cellular behavior study. The assembly of single-cell fil-
aments is also possible for the precise fabrication of aniso-
tropic tissues such as muscle and nerve, while the assembly
of monolayer cell sheets is available for multilayer tissue fab-
rication. These building blocks can be regarded as basic units
that can be assembled orderly to construct higher-order archi-
tectures. Thus, according to the dimension of the smallest
structural building blocks, we categorize the biofabrication
strategies with single-cell resolution into three types, i.e. zero-
dimensional (0D) (single-cell droplets), one-dimensional (1D)
(single-cell filaments), and two-dimensional (2D) (single-cell
sheets) (figure 2).

Past review articles have summarized the advances in
single-cell printing or patterning [9–11], and others have high-
lighted the general modular assembly [12, 13]. There is no
available review summarizing all kinds of biofabrication tech-
niques (beyond bioprinting) that achieve single-cell resolu-
tion (beyond single-cell manipulation), nevertheless covering
the applications in biomedicine. We believe it is timely and
necessary to comprehensively overview the available biofab-
rication strategies with single-cell resolution and their applic-
ations. Herein, we focus on the modular assembly of cel-
lular building blocks with single-cell features and classify
these biofabrication strategies according to the dimension of
the building blocks. It starts with an informative introduc-
tion to the advances of different biofabrication techniques.
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Figure 2. Illustration of cell-population- and single-cell-based building blocks at different dimensions.

In this part, we introduce their mechanisms, most recent
advances, advantages, and disadvantages. Then we introduce
how these biofabrication strategies with single-cell resolution
can be used in in vitro tissue modelling and regenerative medi-
cine, illustrated by providing the most recent examples. We
intend to inspire the researchers in the field by overviewing
these advances and providing our perspectives throughout the
manuscript.

2. Biofabrication of building blocks with single-cell
resolution

2.1. 0D cellular building blocks with single-cell resolution

The separation of a single cell from the cell population is
the initial step to obtain a 0D building block. Utilization
of a single-cell size barrier for trapping is a straightforward
strategy that also enables programmed pattering of these single
cells. The barrier trap can be divided into two types, i.e. inter-
face barrier trapping (figure 3(a)) and free single-cell trapping
(figure 3(b)). Interface barrier trapping relies on stencil pre-
processing or surface modification to form patterns for select-
ive cell immobilization, while the free single-cell trapping
applies a certain force to assemble cells selectively. Another
promising strategy is single-cell printing (figure 3(c)) which
generates single-cell building blocks and deposits them in
the pre-design location. The emergence of microfluidic tech-
niques (figure 3(d)) further improves the capacity of gener-
ating single-cell building blocks, enhancing the efficiency of
single-cell printing.

2.1.1. Interface barrier trapping

2.1.1.1. Stencil. The stencil technique separates and
positions the single cells via the constraint of a topological
structure, which is usually a trap of a single-cell size scale
(figure 3(a)-i). The advances in microfabrication technologies
(e.g. photolithography, soft lithography, and laser ablation)
have enabled the creation of a stencil with micro-scale features
[14] and facilitated its use in single-cell related applications.

A typical stencil trapping device with microwell arrays
can be manufactured by sticking a through-hole stencil to a
substrate. When cell suspension is poured to fill the gener-
ated wells, only a single cell can pass through and occupy
each well due to the size limitation. For example, Wu et al
attached a Si-stencil with a through-hole array (the smal-
lest diameter is 8 µm) closely to the surface of the cul-
ture dish to establish the isolated residence for single cells
[15]. The connection among the isolated rooms can be easily

achieved by modifying the stencil structure while maintain-
ing the single-cell traps. In another study, Li et al fabricated
a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stencil with a neat through-
hole structure in which each hole was surrounded by micropil-
lars (3 µm in height). Due to the supporting micropillars, the
single neurons within the individual wells can connect with
each other to form a neuron network [16]. A more straightfor-
ward approach is to template a stencil using a complement-
ary mold with inverse structures. Soft lithography is a widely
used technique to fabricate molds with microstructures, while
PDMS, a biocompatible elastomer with high transparency,
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Figure 3. Schematic of enabling techniques for 0D single-cell building block manipulation. (a) Stencil preprocessing or surface
modification establishes the interface barriers for selective cell trapping. (b) Various types of forces are used to assemble cells selectively.
(c) Jetting-based printing techniques are used to deposit single-cell droplets. (d) Microfluidic techniques are used to produce and sort
single-cell droplets.

is usually cast to generate the stencil [17]. In this manner,
Huang et al fabricated a cone-shaped microwell array chip
and successfully trapped single cells in individual microwells
[18]. Microspheres have also been used as molds to tem-
plate spherical traps, which eliminates the time-consuming
procedure of soft lithography [19, 20]. For example, Liu
et al immobilized polystyrene microspheres onto the plasma-
treated glass substrate via heating and used it as a mold [20].

Although stencil provides a delicate trap for capturing
single cells, the spontaneous occupancy of cells remains a
challenge. Additional steps, such as centrifugation [18] and
flow [21], can be introduced to facilitate the occupancy and
maximize the occupancy ratio.

2.1.1.2. Selective surface modification. Selective surface
modification via physicochemical techniques can form cus-
tom patterns that guide cell adhesion (figure 3(a)-ii), where
the manipulation of cells is indirectly achieved via pattern-
ing the bonding materials such as adhesion molecules [22]
and DNA [23].

Microcontact and noncontact approaches are both used to
generate the pattern on the substrate. Microcontact printing
usually applies the micro stamp to transfer the precursor solu-
tion onto the substrate, where the resultant pattern is a replicate
of the stamp. It is worth mentioning that the cell-laden pre-
cursor can be directly stamped to form a single-cell array, but
the cell concentration is vital. Xu et al found that the lower cell
concentration benefited the formation of single-cell spots but
reduced the occupancy ratio of cells in the array [24]. Higher
cell concentration seems beneficial for better occupancy but
might induce multi-cell aggregation in one spot. To avoid

multi-cell capturing, Bhujbal et al suggested that the suitable
size of a single spot should be half of the cell diameter. To
maintain a clear separation of individual cells on an array,
they further suggested the smallest distance between adjacent
spots twice the cell size [25]. In the typical stamping pro-
cess, the substrate usually holds higher surface energy than
the stamp in order to attract the stamping ink molecules. In
a reverse process, stamps with high surface energy peel off
a pattern of the ink molecules on the substrate in a subtract-
ive manufacturing manner. For example, Wu et al coated a
hydrophilic polydopamine layer onto the hydrophobic glass
and then applied an oxygen plasma–activated PDMS stamp
to obtain a negative polydopamine pattern [26]. The result-
ant molecular patterns highly replicated the geometry of the
stampwith complexmicrostructures. Themicrocontact stamp-
ing approach can well replicate the design, but each unique
pattern requires the fabrication of a corresponding stamp, and
the contact processing may introduce potential contamination
that might affect the further cell culture or analysis.

Interface barrier trapping strategy usually induces less dam-
age to cells because the pre-processing of barriers does not
involve living cells. However, the delicate process of barri-
ers with single-cell resolution is required to achieve successful
trapping of a single cell.

2.1.2. Free single-cell trapping

2.1.2.1. Magnetic trapping. Magnetic objects can be
manipulated by the magnetic force of a tunable magnetic field
in a contactless way (figure 3(b)-i). Since most living cells
do not possess magnetic properties, the paramagnetization of
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cells is necessary for magnetic control. Typical magnetic bio-
materials used to guide cells include magnetic nanoparticles
[27], magnetoferritin [28], liposomes [29, 30], coupling para-
magnetic beads [31], magnetic hydrogels [32] and paramag-
netic medium [33, 34]. With the proper magnetic configur-
ation, the magnetic field can isolate single cells from cell
populations. For example, Durmus et al successfully distin-
guished different types of cells based on their density via the
magnetic system [34]. To trap the cells to form patterns, Ino
et al established a pin holder device composited of magnetic
pillars to attract the magnetically labelled cells. The resolution
is limited due to the multiple cell aggregation induced by the
large area of the pillar (100 µm in diameter) [35]. It is prac-
tical to reduce the magnetic interaction area with approximate
size to the diameter of a single cell for single-cell trapping.
For example, Pivetal et al successfully patterned the mag-
netically labeled Escherichia coli bacteria (∼2 µm) with a
magnetic array composited of 5 µm wide metal stripes [36].
Although many studies have proven the temporal biocom-
patibility of different magnetic materials, it still risks long-
term cytotoxicity, especially when using a high dose [29, 33].
Further, the magnetic field (∼1 T) with a high gradient (up to
1 GT/m) has been demonstrated to significantly change the
membrane potential of cells and thus to affect cell function
[37]. Therefore, careful optimization of magnetic materials
and parameters is important for cell manipulation.

2.1.2.2. Dielectrophoretic trapping. Dielectrophoretic trap
refers to the use of dielectrophoresis to separate and manipu-
late particles including living cells.When a neutral but polariz-
able particle is placed under an inhomogeneous electric field,
the particle movement occurs due to the interaction between
the induced dipole within the particle and the spatial gradi-
ent of the electric field [38]. This dielectrophoretic trapping
force is highly dependent on the applied electric field, elec-
trical properties of the medium, and the size and shape of the
particle, while has little to do with the charge of the particle
[39]. When the interaction area between the cell and electric
field is confined to the scale of cell size, single-cell manipula-
tion is possible (figure 3(b)-ii). Hunt and Westervelt success-
fully adopted a glass tip surrounded by dielectrophoretic force
as a tweezer in single-cell manipulation and the trapped cell
divided normally [38]. For single-cell pattering, the patterned
electrodes can guide the trapped cells to form a correspond-
ing pattern, but the geometry of the electrodes and properties
of the cells (e.g. size) and medium (e.g. conductivity and vis-
cosity) should be properly considered [40, 41]. For example,
strong electric fields may bring irreversible damage to cells,
including those caused by current-induced Joule heating of the
medium and changes in transmembrane potentials [41, 42].
Using an electric field with a frequency of ∼MHz, reducing
the duration and intensity of exposure fields can help reduce
cell damage [40, 41].

In the dielectrophoretic trapping approach, the medium
used should possess good cytocompatibility. The physico-
chemical properties of the medium should also be considered.
For example, less-viscous mediums contribute to the fast

movement of particles, enabling efficient cell patterning [40].
Moreover, to achieve multiple single-cell manipulations, inde-
pendent control of each electric field by individual electrodes
is required. To achieve a precise and individual switch of
the electrodes, Yang et al introduced an optically tunable
phototransistor array that offers the manipulation of single
cells out of the dielectrophoresis trap via the illumination of
phototransistors [43].

2.1.2.3. Optical trapping. Optical tweezers emerged as a
non-contact tool for trapping a microparticle and transferring
it spatially (figure 3(b)-iii). It requires a highly focused laser
beam that exerts the scattering force and the gradient force
determined by the laser beam (intensity and wavelength) and
the target particle (shape and size). The scattering force pushed
the object towards the beam propagation, and the gradient
force pulls it into the center of the focal plane, which main-
tains the stable trap [44, 45]. Due to these properties, non-
spherical and too-large particles would cause an elusive situ-
ation of scattering and gradient forces. A recent report proved
that the optical trap can manipulate an otolith of 55 µm in dia-
meter within a larval zebrafish [46].

Since a free single cell exhibits a spherical shape with a
micro-scale (mostly∼10 µm), it is a suitable object for optical
tweezer trapping. For example, Ashkin et al., for the first time,
applied the optical tweezer to confine and freely move the
single cell at velocities of 100 µm s−1 in water without obvi-
ous cell damage [47]. Later, Liu et al demonstrated that the
laser would cause a heating effect on the target cells [48].
Laser with a wavelength from 700 to 760 nm was reported to
cause unfavorable influences on clone growth in the Chinese
hamster ovary [49] and the stress response in Caenorhabditis
elegans [50]. Additionally, the effects on cell growth and pro-
liferation are compounded by increasing exposure time and
laser power [49, 51]. Therefore, proper optimization of laser
configurations (e.g. wavelength, power, and exposure time) is
vital to minimize the damage to cells. Converging other tech-
niques with optical tweezers is an option to leverage the chal-
lenges. For example, Wu et al developed an optoelectronic
tweezer technique to achieve the manipulation of single cells,
in which the optical images are applied to trigger dielectro-
phoresis electrodes for further manipulating single particles
via an electric field. This approach combined the advantages of
dielectrophoresis and optical tweezers, requiring less optical
intensity than the optical tweezers alone [52, 53]. In another
study, Probst et al combined microfluidics with optical tweez-
ers to save the time of manipulation. They designed a micro-
fluidic channel to deliver the cell via flow to a temporary pos-
ition, then the optical tweezers just need to trap and move it
to the target chamber [54]. In summary, the optical trap shows
advantage in precise controllability of single cells, but might
induce potential cell damage.

2.1.2.4. Acoustic trapping. The acoustic trap is a
technique that relies on sound waves to precisely manipulate
particles ranging from nanometers to millimeters in a
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non-contact manner (figure 3(b)-iv). Compared to the mag-
netic and optical trapping techniques, the acoustic trap is free
of particle labelling and laser-induced damage. Further, the
sound waves can propagate along with solid, liquid, and gas,
which makes the acoustic trap a versatile tool. The poten-
tial damage of acoustic waves to cells or tissue is caused by
the resultant heating or cavitation effects [55]. With proper
parameters, the acoustic damage of cells is negligible. For
example, Sundvik et al evaluated the effect of acoustic waves
on zebrafish embryos, and the results showed no signific-
ant difference in viability and development between the non-
acoustic and acoustic (treated for 2000 s) groups [56]. Another
study also proved that the viability of red blood cells can be
maintained during 30 min of acoustic tweezer treatment [57].

In acoustic tweezers, single-cell manipulation is mainly
achieved by the surface acoustic wave [58]. Ding et al loc-
ated the interdigital transducers on the surface of a piezoelec-
tric substrate to generate standing surface acoustic waves for
patterning single red blood cells and manipulated single C.
elegans [59]. Briefly, the movement of the cell relies on the
orthogonal surface acoustic waves which form pressure nodes
in their overlapped nodes to trap the cell and then carry it to
the next node (figure 3(b)-iv). Therefore, the resolution of dis-
placement is mostly determined by the distance between two
pressure nodes, which can be tuned by the acoustic wave fre-
quency. Furthermore, a wavelength on the approximate order
of the captured cell diameter is required to promise a single
cell in the pressure node [60]. Apart from the plane pattering
of single cells, the 3D manipulation of a single cell is possible
for the surface acoustic waves. For example, Guo et al estab-
lished a 3D trapping system by propagating orthogonal sur-
face acoustic waves through a fluid-filled chamber where an
additional acoustic field caused acoustic streaming to generate
vertical displacement [61]. The displacement of these 3D trap-
ping nodes can be precisely controlled by altering the phase
angles of each interdigital transducer pair (horizontal direc-
tion) and the input acoustic power (vertical direction), respect-
ively. Recently, a novel strategy was adopted to achieve spa-
tial manipulation of a single cell [62]. This system relies on the
spiraling electrodesmetallized on the surface of a piezoelectric
substrate to generate a focused acoustical vortex triggered by a
function generator. Subsequently, a single cell was selectively
trapped within the spherical vortex while the mobile platform
drove the chamber to alter the relative position of the captured
cell. This study suggests that using a movable platform may
be an alternative to alleviate the challenge of manipulating the
acoustic waves spatially.

2.1.2.5. Single-cell self-assembly. Cells exchange bio-
physical and biochemical signals to communicate in a
well-organized 3D microenvironment, which has crucial
implications in various cellular functions such as cell cycle
regulation and differentiation fate. The contact-dependent
interaction between cells is especially important for tissue
formation. Inspired by these characteristics, in vitro single-cell
self-assembly can be achieved via molecular recognition and
biological interactions [12]. To achieve precise and selective

manipulation of cells, special recognition between the tar-
get cells is vital (figure 3(b)-v). Gartner and Bertozzi func-
tionalized the target cells with complementary single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) to establish a DNA-mediated reversible system
where the single cells can combine or dissociate both in cell-
friendly conditions [63]. With this regard, the cells functional-
ized with different sequences of ssDNA can self-assemble in
a layer-by-layer manner to form spatial cellular structure via
the iteration of this process [23]. Recently, Ge et al established
DNA origami nanostructures to replace the ssDNA strands for
cell self-assembly [64]. They managed to use the DNA ori-
gami nanostructures to assemble T cells and tumor cells to
form asymmetric and directional arrangements by establish-
ing biomimetic membrane channels for cell–cell communic-
ations. Apart from DNA-based materials, various molecules
have also been applied to modify the cell for special recog-
nition such as biotin–streptavidin [65], bio-orthogonal chem-
ical groups [66], and antibodies [67]. The cells’ self-assembly
process is highly dependent on the cell types and the adhe-
sionmolecules. Recently, Stevens et al generated synthetic cell
adhesion molecules by combining orthogonal extracellular
interactions with intracellular domains from native adhesion
molecules [22]. With this synthetic cell adhesion molecules
tool, they further demonstrated the potential of extracellular
interaction domains in controlling the cell connection. Gene
engineering can also help the cells obtain special recognition.
For example, blue light-triggered proteins, CRY2 and CIBN,
can be expressed on the surfaces of cells and these proteins can
form reversible bonding to control cell self-assembly with vis-
ible light illuminating [68]. The modification process of cells
to obtain self-assembly properties can be gentle and biocom-
patible, but cell functionality should be further evaluated after
modification. Since the assembly relies on the self-activating
identification of cells, external stimuli that cause cell damage
can be minimized.

2.1.2.6. Aspiration-based trapping. Aspiration-based trap
relies on the aspiration forces caused by the negative pressure
within amicrocapillary to capture the particles (figure 3(b)-vi).
The aspiration technique has been used to catch and isolate a
single cell from the cell population [69]. To successfully trap
a single cell, the nozzle size of the microcapillary should be
smaller than the diameter of the cell. Combining an aspiration-
based trap with a mobile platform enables the transfer and loc-
alization of trapped cells. For example, Hacohen et al success-
fully trapped a single cell with a tiny tip and assembled the
single cell one by one to form a 2D pattern [70]. To construct
a 3D structure, immobilization of the cells spatially is funda-
mental. Moreover, a cell-friendly environment with adequate
humidity and nutrient should be maintained to support cell
survival during assembling. Recently, a suspension supporting
bath used in extrusion-based 3D printing has shown superior-
ities in the structure support and nutrient supplement owing
to the self-healing and water-rich properties of the batch [71].
With this strategy, Ellison et al managed to deposit different
single cells to form a spatial and heterogeneous structure
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within a microgel suspension bath [72]. Although such studies
have declared the cells maintain viable after trapping [71, 72],
more investigations are needed to clarify the minimum aspira-
tion force to transfer but not damage the single cells. This issue
may relate to the surface tension coefficient of themedium-cell
interface, cell radius, and tapered angle of the capillary [73].

2.1.3. Jetting-based single-cell printing. Jetting-based
printing is an effective technology to generate and deposit
droplets with a volume down to picoliter in a non-contact
manner. The droplets can be generated either in a continuous
or drop-on-demand way. Due to the superiority of accuracy
and printing speed, jetting-based techniques have been applied
in cell printing, and researchers have widely demonstrated the
maintenance of cell viability [74–77]. Typical jetting-based
printing techniques for single-cell printing are illustrated in
figure 3(c).

To achieve single-cell printing, one needs to optimize some
critical parameters, such as cell concentration, printing con-
figurations, and ink properties. For example, Xu et al found
that, in inkjet printing, inks with high cell concentration can
lower the proportion of empty droplets as well as that of the
single cell droplets, leading to more droplets with multiple
cells [78]. This is also the truth with other jetting-based print-
ing techniques such as electrostatic inkjet printing [74], laser-
induced forward transfer [79, 80], valve-based printing [81],
acoustic printing [77] and alternating viscous and inertial force
jetting [82, 83]. Unsurprisingly, the containing cell number is
also highly dependent on the size of the droplet, which correl-
ates with the printing parameters and ink properties [84, 85].
During the jetting process, a narrower nozzle enables fewer
volume of ink flow to form a smaller droplet, which is more
likely to carry a single cell. However, narrow nozzles might
cause clogging and fatal damage to cells due to high shear
force (especially when jetting high-viscosity ink). As for the
nozzle-free jetting techniques, the droplet size can be tuned by
the corresponding configurations, such as laser power or spot
area in laser-induced forward transfer printing [79] and acous-
tic wave frequency in acoustic printing [77, 86]. For example,
Zhang et al focused the ultrashort near-infrared laser with a
wavelength of 1030 nm into a cell-laden solution where the
high photon density within the focus area induced an optical
breakdown to generate an expanding cavitation bubble for jet-
ting the cells [87]. With this method, cells within a radius of
about 25 µm around the laser focus can be selected for jetting
and single-cell printing was achieved by manually locking a
target cell under microscopy.

Although micro droplets with a single cell size can be gen-
erated, it is still challenging to effectively encapsulate one cell
in one droplet due to the Poisson distribution law. Statistical
models can be used to predict the distribution based on crit-
ical parameters (e.g. cell concentration, droplet size, and cell
size) [88]. However, such prediction is usually inaccurate due
to the mismatch of actual conditions, such as inhomogeneous
distribution of cells in inks caused by cell segmentation. A
droplet monitoring system should be more reliable to ensure

single-cell encapsulation. For example, Feng et al established
a detecting and printing system to achieve 100% single oocyte
droplet generation based on an impedance detection system
[89]. When an oocyte is approaching the jetting zone, it first
passes through two electrodes, which sense the entry of the cell
and trigger the ejecting action. Only when the oocyte flowed
to the jetting zone, the airflow was applied to eject. Using a
similar technique, Schoendube et al printed HeLa cells and
achieved 73% ± 11% efficiency of single cell ejection [90].
The difference in single-cell efficiency between these two
studies is likely due to the size difference of cells (150–180µm
and ∼10 µm in diameter for oocyte HeLa, respectively).

In another study, Koltay et al applied a computer vision sys-
tem to dynamically detect the locations of single cells before
printing [91], which guides the printer to only jet the single-
cell droplet to the target location and dispense the unwanted
droplets to the waste area. Due to the random distribution of
cells, a large area should be imaged for detection, which led
to a heavy calculation and a high waste ratio of ink. To further
improve the printing speed and reduce the number of unsuit-
able droplets, Koltay et al introduced an acoustophoresis to
position the cells in line [92]. In this manner, smaller detect-
ing regions of interest shorten the calculation time and reduce
the waste ratio from 52% ± 6% to 28% ± 1%. Nevertheless,
the possible stacking or aggregation of cells along the depth
of the image would lead to a certain proportion of droplets
with multiple cells. Wang et al aligned cells in a flowing chan-
nel towards the jetting nozzle, where a high-speed camera was
set to monitor the flowing. Once a single cell was detected, it
would be jetted as a single-cell droplet, and the final proportion
of single-cell droplets increased to 90.3% [93]. Such an optical
monitor technique is also compatible with other jetting-based
printing techniques [94, 95].

A feedback system for recycling the jetted but unquali-
fied droplets can further improve the single-cell proportion.
Recently, Zhou et al developed an acoustic jetting system that
allowed pushing the liquid upwards to absorb the unqualified
droplet from the receiver. This is possible by utilizing a strong
body force at the resonator-liquid interface induced by a giga-
hertz acoustic resonator [95]. The liquid overcame the sur-
face tension and was then raised to form a spike, which would
either jet a droplet or recycle it from the receiver. Furthermore,
this technique allowed for secondary jetting to remove the
unwanted droplet on the same location via an optic feedback
loop system and finally achieved 100% single-cell droplet pat-
terning. However, this contact method has difficulty in remov-
ing the crosslinked droplets, and thus limits its application
in 3D structure fabrication which requires droplets gelation
and adhesion. Thus, recycling the droplets (e.g. via absorption
[95, 96] or backflow to a reservoir [97]) before landing on
the substrate seems a more practical strategy for 3D fab-
rication. Additionally, the incorporation of advanced detect-
ing systems will add to the efficient selection of single-cell
droplets from heterogeneous samples based on the cell shape
[98, 99] or fluorescence [97, 100, 101]. Furthermore, Riba
et al demonstrated the use of machine learning in selecting
the cells which are likely to clone as the ink for ejection [98].
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The relationship between the single cell shape before print-
ing and that at later cloning state was established by analyzing
their images, so the cell with higher potential in cloning can
be selected and ejected.

Together, jetting-based printing is a promising technique
to achieve single-cell resolution biofabrication, and the intro-
duction of a detecting system facilitates the drop-on-demand
printing of single cells.

2.1.4. Droplet-based microfluidic technology. The principle
of droplet-based microfluidic technology is to apply two co-
flowing immiscible fluids to create an interface where one sep-
arates into the discrete phase (i.e. droplets) surrounded by the
continuous phase (figure 3(d)). With the help of soft litho-
graphy, microfluidic devices with fine channels can be fab-
ricated, which makes it possible to generate microdroplets of
cell size. Theoretically, cells experience stress from the micro-
fluidic channels during flow. To ease the impact of stress, the
channels are usually slightly larger than a single cell, and short
channels can be used to reduce the duration of stress. Early
studies had proven the feasibility of capturing a single cell
within a droplet [102] while cells maintained viability after
2 h [103]. However, according to the Poisson distribution law
based on cell random distribution, the highest proportion of
single-cell droplets is limited to 37% [104, 105]. Different
methods have been exploited to increase this proportion.

Similar to the jetting-based approach, a straightforward
approach is to align cells orderly before they enter the junction
of the fluids. For example, Kemna et al managed to sequence
the cell one by one within a continuous curved rectangular
microchannel where the cells suffered from the Dean force and
the lift force [106]. In this manner, the cells were well-ordered
before entering the interface of the oil and water phases, and
subsequently, a single cell was captured within a droplet. Due
to the different spacing between cells, the single-cell encapsu-
lation ratio limits to nomore than 77%. To avoid empty droplet
generation, selective crosslinking of cell-laden droplets is a
feasible way. For example, Mooney et al pre-coated cells
with calcium carbonate nanoparticles and mixed them with
an alginate solution as the water phase for droplet generation
[107]. The droplets containing cells were selectively cross-
linked triggered by the release of calcium from the treatment
of acetic acid in the oil phase. In contrast, cell-free droplets
could be removed easily as they were not crosslinked. In this
manner, the proportion of single-cell encapsulation can reach
90%, while the rest usually contained multiple cells [108].

To further sort out the single-cell droplets, a differen-
tial detection system can be incorporated into droplet-based
microfluidic technology, as used in jetting-based approaches
[90]. Depending on the design of the microfluidic channels,
droplets with different internal [109] or external structures
[110] can be generated. Therefore, single-cell-laden droplets
can form core-shell [111] or multi-compartment structures
[112] to obtain heterogeneity. Notably, the off-center location
of cells within droplets would cause cells to escape during
further culture or assembly [108]. The cells can recenter before
the gelation of droplets in dynamic environments such as a
shaker [108] and fluidic channel [105]. The timing of this

delay crosslinking is critical as it might introduce secondary
deviation caused by the gravity [113]. Droplet-based micro-
fluidic technology enables the generation of a heterogeneous
droplet with a specified cell number [101], which is hardly
achieved via typical jetting-based printing techniques. The
integration of droplet-based microfluidic and jetting-based
printing technologies should add to the capacity of single-cell
biofabrication.

2.2. 1D cellular building blocks with single-cell resolution

Fibrous biomaterials have been demonstrated to guide cell
alignment and have been utilized in anisotropic tissue
engineering [114]. In the context of engineering precise cel-
lular heterogeneity in anisotropic tissues, cellular microfibers
with single-cell resolution are particularly important. In this
part, we carefully define the 1D living building blocks and
introduce different approaches to generating and assembling
such blocks with single-cell resolution (figure 4). The 1D
block can be assembled by arranging 0D blocks continuously
along one direction, so, technically, the techniques of 0D block
generation can be used to generate 1D blocks and these tech-
niques would be not repeated here.

2.2.1. Molding. Molding is a straightforward approach to
fabricating 1D cellular filaments, the dimension of which is
determined by that of the molds (figure 4(a)). Microchannel
and microgroove are commonly used for cellular filament
generation by filling the precursor into their microstructure.
However, the infilling of solution with poor mobility (i.e.
high cell density or high-viscosity materials) is challenging,
especially when the channels and grooves are narrow [115].
Neal et al established a compaction strategy to generate
an aligned cellular fiber (∼100 µm) with high cell density
[116]. In this process, the fibrinogen precursor was filled
into the channel within the gelatin mold (containing cross-
linking agents, thrombin) which dissolved when the temper-
ature increased from 4 ◦C to 37 ◦C and the cell density
increased indirectly due to the decreasing diameter of fibrino-
gen hydrogel induced by the compaction from gelatin solution.
Nevertheless, this strategy still faces challenges in generating
cellular filaments with single-cell features. The molding tech-
nique enjoys advantages in recapitulating intricate patterns
without additional assembly, but the usually difficult extrac-
tion of fine microfibers makes it less applicable in directly
producing cell-laden 1D building blocks. To alleviate this
challenge, cell attachment on the surface of filaments is an
alternative. For example, Saeki et al managed to generate the
gelatin microfibers (∼15 µm) which were crosslinked by glut-
araldehyde and washed before co-culture [117]. After mixing
the fibroblasts with these pre-fabricated fibers, cells attached
to the fiber surface, forming cellular filaments with nearly
single-cell resolution.

2.2.2. Extrusion bioprinting. Extrusion bioprinting, which
enables the formation of 2D patterns or 3D structures by
depositing 1D fibers orderly, is a widely used biofabrication
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Figure 4. Schematic of enabling techniques for 1D single-cell building blocks manipulation. (a) Molding technique relies on the
pre-fabricated mold with single-cell features to confine the seeded cells to form a cellular filament or channel. (b) Extrusion bioprinting uses
a tiny nozzle down to cell scale for fine cellular filament generation. (c) Electrospinning and electrowriting techniques apply the electric
field to help pull the bioink for single-cell filament generation. (d) Wet/microfluidic spinning introduces the rotor or coaxial flow to help
lessen the diameter of the cell-laden filament.

technology owing to its applicability to various ink
formulations [118] and easy access [119]. In this approach,
continuous filaments are generated and deposited by extruding
the bioinks through a tiny nozzle, all in a computer-controlled
manner (figure 4(b)). Complex filaments can be engineered by
using unique nozzles, such as coaxial filaments with a coaxial
nozzle [120] and heterogeneous filaments with pre-set nozzle
[121]. Despite these advantages, extrusion bioprinting faces
an enduring challenge of generating fine filaments down to
cell size. Typically, the bioinks used in extrusion bioprinting
need to be viscous enough to maintain the fidelity of filaments
[118]. Too narrow nozzles might induce the clog of cell-laden
bioinks and cell damage due to a high shear force [122, 123].
In-situ photo-crosslinking at the nozzle site was introduced to
allow for the bioprinting of low-viscosity bioinks; filaments
down to 60 µm in diameter can be printed by using corres-
pondingly small nozzle [124].

More recently, bioprinting in a shear-thinning and self-
healing suspension bath has strongly improved the fabrica-
tion capacity of extrusion bioprinting [71]. The suspension
medium functions as a constraint to encapsulate and sup-
port the bioinks, while its self-healing property enables the
nozzle to move freely. With this approach, low-viscosity
cellularized bioinks can be printed. In addition, Jeon et al
showed that the suspension medium composed of smaller
granules could further benefit a smaller filament generation
owing to a decrease of bioink dispersion in fine granules [125].

The use of low-viscosity bioink significantly reduces the shear
force to the cell, leading to the possibility of using a smal-
ler nozzle for high-resolution printing. Secondly, adjusting the
feeding rate of the bioink and the moving speed of the needle
can create a filament smaller than the needle via dragging. For
example, Lee et almanaged to print collagen filaments of 20–
200 µm in diameter within the suspension baths by tuning the
printing parameters [126].

Despite the advances, it is challenging for low-viscosity
bioinks to generate single-cell aligned filaments with a narrow
nozzle, which is probably due to cell aggregation and sedi-
mentation. Fathi et al demonstrated that cell aggregation and
sedimentation dominate the in-nozzle cell movement in cul-
ture medium-based bioink (nozzle diameter <100 µm), while
a cell-laden bioink with certain viscosity (100 mPa·s) exhib-
ited well-dispersed properties and maintain stable printing for
tens of minutes [127]. However, such a viscosity might risk
potential damage to cells when the cells pass through the nar-
row tip. Therefore, a versatile system to avoid cell aggregation
and sedimentation of low-viscosity bioinks would benefit the
printing resolution and cell viability.

2.2.3. Electrospinning and electrowriting. Electrospinning
and electrowriting are versatile techniques for generating nan-
o/microscale fibers [128, 129]. They rely on the electrohydro-
dynamic effects between two distinctly charged electrodes
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(i.e. connected to a nozzle and a substrate, respectively) to
generate thin fibers from the nozzle (figure 4(c)). The strength
of the electric field and the flow rate of ink materials are sig-
nificant parameters that determine the ink printing to be either
pulsating (droplets generation) or continuous (fiber genera-
tion) mode [130]. In continuous mode, the ink gets stretched to
form a Taylor cone on the nozzle tip as the electric field force
overcomes the surface tension, leading to the jetting of fibers
smaller than the nozzle. During the deposition of the fibers, the
distance between the nozzle and substrate can be modulated to
achieve either electrospinning (several centimeters to tens of
centimeters) or electrowriting (500 µm to 3 mm), the latter of
which allows for considerable control over positioning single
fiber [131].

The electric current seems to be a hazard for direct cell
printing; the excessive electric current (>50 mA) with an
applied voltage of 230 V would cause cell damage due to cell
electroporation [132]. Using an insulating substrate (e.g. glass)
can effectively lower the electric current to microamperes and
even nanoamperes [133, 134]. Previous studies have demon-
strated the feasibility of living cell printing with electrohydro-
dynamic processing techniques. For example, Jayasinghe et al
successfully printed the Jurkat cell without clogging while
maintaining considerable cell proliferation (1.6–2.2 folds) in
24 h [135]. In another study, they further demonstrated the
feasibility of electrospinning single-cell encapsulated filament
with a coaxial needle where cell suspension is in the core and
the PDMS is in the shell [136]. The following studies proved
the compatibility of cell inks with high cell concentration
(5× 107 cellsml−1) in electrospinning [137] and the cell activ-
ities such as apoptosis and protein expression were demon-
strated to present no significant differences between electro-
spinning and non-treated groups, both in vivo and in vitro
experiments [132, 138]. To better assemble these cellular-
ized microfilaments, a rotating collector [139] or parallel elec-
trodes can be applied to align the filaments anisotropically in
electrospinning [140].

To further improve the controllability of these filaments
for complex construction, electrowriting is applied as a cell
printing method with single-cell resolution. For example,
He et al precisely fabricated a ten-layer structure compos-
ited of continuous cell-laden filament (<100 µm), which can
encapsulate a single cell in cross section via adjusting nozzle
moving speed and the ink feeding rate [133]. The low sur-
face tension benefits the formation of the Taylor cone and
reduces the diameter of jetting filament [141], while the high
viscosity reduces the possible generation of beads in the fibers
[140]. The inclusion of polyethylene oxide (PEO) in the inks
can help hydrogel solutions such as silk, gelatin and alginate
to better form continuous filaments [142–144]. For example,
Qiu et al managed to print complex hexagonal pore struc-
tures formed by cell-laden filaments of 30 µm in diameter
by incorporating PEO with alginate-based ink [141]. Notably,
the introduction of a crosslinking agent (e.g. Ga2+ for algin-
ate crosslinking) or the inadequacy of gelation may cause
the swelling of filaments. Photocrosslinking is an alternat-
ive mechanism to achieve rapid gelation, which also plays an
important role in supporting the next layer deposition in 3D.

For example, Castilho et al functionalized the gelatin and silk
to obtain the photocrosslinkable inks which can be printed into
spatial structures composited of single-cell filaments (from 5
to 40 µm in diameter) [144]. It is worth mentioning that the
hydrogel substrate used in this study can protect the cell-laden
filaments from dehydration and provide nutrients for cell sur-
vival during the printing process.

Generally, both electrospinning and electrowriting can gen-
erate 2D patterns based on 1D microfibrous building blocks,
whereas electrowriting is more common in fabricating intric-
ate patterns or 3D architectures. Deformation and collapse
are the main challenges for these microfibrous structures in
clinical applications due to their weak mechanical proper-
ties. Hybrid scaffolds provide a win–win method, in which
nano/micro filaments provide the cell-favor microenviron-
ment for growth and function, while the robust structures
with larger features provide mechanical support. At present,
the incorporation of fused deposition modeling techniques
with cell electrospinning/electrowriting is proven to be a
potential [145–147]. Furthermore, the combination of elec-
trospinning/electrowriting may further enhance the capacity
of hierarchical scaffold fabrication [148]. With the use of
robot systems integrating measuring, planning, and execu-
tion functions, printing can better adapt to curved surface
manufacturing [149]. Overall, electrospinning and electrowrit-
ing techniques offer a charming tool for single-cell filament
generation but face challenges in controlling surface tension
(too high surface tension would cause unstable jetting with
bead formation) and developing electric-sensitive biocompat-
ible ink formulations.

2.2.4. Wet spinning and microfluidic spinning. In wet
spinning, continuous filaments are formed within the inter-
face of the dynamic liquid flows with immiscible proper-
ties (figure 4(d)). Due to the mild and possibly aqueous pro-
cessing conditions, wet spinning benefits the generation of
cell-laden filaments. Typically, cell-containing solutions are
extruded into an aqueous bath and then get solidified before
the cells diffuse to the surrounding bath. Therefore, slow gela-
tion of precursor solutions might compromise the fidelity of
filaments and causes cell leakage due to a non-negligible dif-
fusion. Owing to the rapid and gentle ion crosslinkingmechan-
ism, alginate is widely used in wet spinning and can be mixed
with other biomaterials such as collagen [150], chitosan [151]
and gelatin [152].

A typical wet spinning system uses a rotating collector to
drag and collect the continuous microfiber in crosslinking.
Such a process may cause breakage of the microfiber on the
nozzle tip at high flow velocity due to the mismatch of pre-
cursor flow and bath flow directions. Coaxial flow is a widely
used approach to form stable laminar flow, which allows for
the generation of either solid or hollow filaments. By perfus-
ing crosslinking agent solution through the shell channel, thin
filaments (down to 100 µm) can be generated in the core by
optimizing the core-shell flow ratios [151]. The filament dia-
meter decreased with the decrease of the core flow rate or
the increase of the shell flow rate. The thinning of hydrogel
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fibers is also contributed by the dragging effect of the outer
stream [153]. When crosslinker solutions are perfused through
the core channel and the hydrogel precursor solution flows
through the shell channel, a hollow filament can also be gen-
erated. In a constant shell flow rate, decreasing the inner flow
rate can form a smaller hollow filament [154].

Microfluidic technique has been incorporated in wet spin-
ning for better control over the flow. For example, Yamada
et al used a microfluidic system to produce a sandwich-like
filament with a single-cell scale core (8–12 µm) where aligned
single cells were encapsulated [155]. This was possible with
the parallel laminar flow between two alginate layers within
a rectangular microchannel. To maintain the parallel lam-
inar, they used dextran as the thickener in the shell layer and
set a buffer layer between the core and shell layers to mod-
erate the gelling speed of alginate to avoid clogging. The
introduction of microfluidic techniques allows the spinning
of filaments with various structures such as straight, helical,
knot-containing [156], and multicomponent filaments [157].
Recently, Takahashi et al used a microfluidic device with mul-
tichannels to generate non-cellular thin filaments (8–28 µm in
diameter) from a square-shaped channel (100 µm × 150 µm)
where the alginate solution flow was squeezed by the CaCl2
solution from the surrounding channels [158]. Although the
squeezing effect is induced by the liquid solution, it remains
unknown regarding its effect on cells to evaluate its feasibility
in cell-ladenmaterial. Nevertheless, wet/microfluidic spinning
is still a useful technique to generate 1D building blocks with
single-cell resolution. For the fabrication of large and complex
structures, these filaments can be assembled to form higher-
order 2D patterns or 3D cellular structures via weaving, reel-
ing, knitting, and stacking techniques.

2.3. 2D cellular building blocks with single-cell resolution

2.3.1. Digital light processing. Digital light processing is
a photocuring-based 3D printing technique, using dynamic
mask photolithography for fabrication. In this approach, the
light source is reflected as pattern light by the digital micromir-
ror device or a projector to crosslink a layer of photocurable
ink materials with a customized pattern [159] (figure 5(a)).
Theoretically, the single-cell resolution in the z-direction of the
printed object can be obtained by slicing the digital model into
thin layers. However, Kim et al found that the hole features
lower than 200 µm in the z dimension may lose after printing
[160], which suggests the possible relationship between the
light penetration depth and the resolution in the Z direction.
Apart from layer thickness, bioink composition and printing
parameters (e.g. light exposure time, light intensity) can be
optimized to improve the printing resolution. For example,
Zhu et al managed to print a cell-free vascular network with
different diameters (5–50 µm) at different Z heights [161].
However, as for the printing of cell-laden materials, the intro-
duction of cells can cause scattering to lower the resolution;
the smallest feature of cell-laden structure is 50 µm [161].
Similar to other light-based fabrication techniques, paramet-
ers such as intensity and exposure of laser can be adjusted
to minimize cell damage. In all, digital light processing is a

promising printing technique, but more efforts are needed to
generate cellular architecture with single-cell features in the
z-direction.

2.3.2. Cell sheet techniques. Cell sheet technique provides
a scaffold-free strategy for biofabrication. After seeding onto
a culture dish, adherent cells can grow and form a tightly con-
nected monolayer on the culture surface. With various separ-
ation strategies, the cellular monolayer can be detached as a
cell sheet for secondary manufacturing of multi-layer struc-
tures. Therefore, the monolayer cell sheet can be regarded as a
2D building block with single-cell resolution. In this section,
we will introduce the generation techniques and assembly
strategies of cell sheets (figure 5(b)).

2.3.2.1. Thermoresponsive surface for cell sheet generation.
Cell detachment could be achieved by culturing cells on a

surface coated with thermoresponsive materials and changing
the temperature (figure 5(b)-i). Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PIPAAm) is the most common thermoresponsive material
in cell sheet generation due to its temperature-induced trans-
ition of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity. In 1990, Okano
et al first demonstrated the successful formation and detach-
ment of a cell sheet on a PIPAAm-grafted surface without a
typical enzymatic treatment [162, 163]. With a lower critical
solution temperature of 32 ◦C, PIPAAm exhibits hydrophobi-
city at 37 ◦C and forms a stable surface for cell sheet forma-
tion. When decreasing the temperature below 32 ◦C, PIPAAm
becomes hydrated and soluble with an extended chain con-
formation, and the cell sheet thus detaches from the substrate
[164]. To enhance the cell growth on this synthetic polymer,
cell adhesive peptides and growth factors can be introduced
to the PIPAAm layer [165]. Dzhoyashvili et al found that the
thickness of a cell sheet is dependent on the PIPAAm-grafted
layer [166]. By tuning the PIPAAm layer thickness, they were
able to obtain a monolayer endothelial cell sheet. However,
the previous studies also demonstrated that a thinner PIPAAm
layer would benefit cell adhesion but led to inadequacy
detachment [167]. To alter the thickness of PIPAAm layer after
cell seeding, one could apply an elastic substrate and mech-
anical stress [168]. This method relies on the stretch of the
elastic substrate to thin the layer, which promotes cell adhesion
to form cell sheets rapidly. Then the shrinking of the elastic
substrate can accelerate the detachment of cell sheets. Apart
from PIPAAm, other biocompatible thermoresponsive materi-
als, such as cellulose hydrogels, have also been applied in cell
sheet generation [169, 170].

2.3.2.2. Light-based cell sheet generation. Light-based cell
sheet technology refers to detaching cell sheets by changing
the surface properties via light irradiation (figure 5(b)-ii). For
example, Hong et al irradiated the titanium dioxide (TiO2)
nanodot films with 365 nm UV light to grant it superhydro-
philicity, which made the cultured cells detach as a cell sheet
[171]. Since then, TiO2 has become the one of most widely
used materials for light-based cell sheet generation. However,
UV exposure may cause potential damage to cells during the
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Figure 5. Schematic of enabling techniques for 2D single-cell building blocks manipulation. (a) Digital light processing applies the
projector for illumination to crosslink a layer of photocurable ink and then the platform moves upward for next layer fabricating.
(b) Representative techniques for cell sheet generation with two common steps: cell confluency and cell sheet detach. (c) High-order
structures can be fabricated by orderly assembling cell sheets.

separation, so it is important to minimize the light dose. Wang
et al incorporated the carbon quantum dots as a sensitizer
into TiO2 films and managed to shorten the exposure time
from 20 min to 5 min for cell detachment [172]. The carbon
quantum dots sensitization helped increase negative charge
and caused changes in the secondary structure of adsorbed
protein molecules. In other studies, researchers have tried vis-
ible and near-infrared light with lower energy to protect cells.
For example, Wang et al applied the photovoltaic effect of
silicon wafers under visible-light illumination to accumulate
sufficient charge on the surface where the electrostatic repul-
sion forces removed the cell sheets [173]. In another work,
Kim et al treated a collagen-coated layer with near-infrared
light to induce the unfolding of collagen triple helices via a
photothermal effect, leading to cell detachment [174]. More
light-induced mechanisms can be used for cell detachment,
including wettability transition. The ECM dissociation, and
reactive oxygen species (ROS). For example, Koo et al fabric-
ated a light-sensitive hematoporphyrin-polyketone film which
could produce ROS under green light (510 nm) irradiation
for cell detachment [175, 176]. By co-culturing with a fibrin
gel substrate, the resultant detachment of cell sheets from the
hematoporphyrin-polyketone film can transfer to the fibrin gel
substrate. The authors also mentioned that long-term expos-
ure to high-level ROS can cause damage to cells and DNA
[177]. Overall, compared to other techniques, the light-based
technique shows advantages in selective detachment of cells
without cell labelling, but the effects of photosensitive mater-
ials and light on cells remain concern.

2.3.2.3. Magnetic control for cell sheet generation. The
magnetic field can be used to generate and detach cell sheets
if cells perform magnetic properties (figure 5(b)-iii), which
can be achieved by labelling cells with magnetic Fe3O4

nanoparticles [178] and magnetite cationic liposomes [179].

Due to the magnetic attraction, cells can distribute well on a
non-adhesive surface under the magnetic field. In this manner,
Ito et al set a magnet below the low-adhesion cell culture
dish where the labeled cells got attracted and form junc-
tions with each other. Then generated cell sheets were eas-
ily detached from the culture dish after removing the magnet
[30]. Insufficient magnetic force might result in cell clusters
or vertical aggregation of cells, thus the magnetic parameter
needed to be carefully optimized to achieve a monolayer of
cell sheet [180]. Different from other cell sheet fabrication
techniques, themagnetic control approach usually exhibits fast
detachment of cell sheets and does not need a specific solu-
tion or surface modification for the detachment. Despite these
advantages, it remains concerns for the safety and removal of
magnetic labelling of cells [30, 178, 181–183]. For example,
oxidative stress was implicated as one factor to damage vas-
cular endothelial cells, and polymeric antioxidant bind to
endothelial cells can protect against the cytotoxicity from iron
oxide [184]. Together, further investigations are needed to bet-
ter understand the influences of magnetic particles before turn-
ing to clinical applications.

2.3.2.4. Other techniques for cell sheet generation. Cell
sheets can also be obtained using cell scrapers or tweezers
to mechanically detach the confluent cell monolayer from the
substrate [185–188]. This is an operator-dependent approach,
and the generated cell sheets are usually multilayered [187].
Moreover, mechanical forces might damage the integrity of
cell membranes [189]. To address these problems, ECM
components such as fibrin gel can be added as a substrate of
the cell sheet in advance [190].

Electrochemical desorption is another available approach
for cell sheet detachment. Inaba et al grafted cell-adhesive
peptides on an alkanethiol-coated gold surface via covalent
bonding, which allowed for cell attachment and monolayer
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formation [191]. Then the formed cell sheet can be obtained
by separating the alkanethiol layer from the gold surface
with electrical stimulation. To alleviate the potential side
effects (e.g. cytotoxicity and inflammatory reaction) induced
by the alkanethiol layer, Enomoto et al used the biode-
gradable oligopeptide to replace the alkanethiol and sep-
arated nearly 90% of cells in 3 min [192]. Additionally,
the coated layer can be modified to obtain dynamic mod-
ulation of cell adhesion with electrochemical potentials. In
this manner, Zhang et al succeed in modulating the access-
ibility to RGD via the switch of positive (RGD exposed)
and negative potentials (RGD concealed) to control cell
adhesion [193].

Ultrasonic vibration is another technique without the need
for pre-treatment of culture substrate to detach cells [194].
Kurashina et al found that the acoustic pressure applied on
cells and the resultant sloshing media induced by the intermit-
tent travelling wave were the main factors for cell detachment
[194]. And cell detachment will be limited in serum medium
where the adhesion proteins prevent the cells from detaching.
Further, Imashiro et almanaged to detach the confluent mouse
myoblasts monolayer cultured on a plastic surface via ultra-
sonic vibration induced by a longitudinal resonance from a
Langevin transducer, and this method allowed cell detachment
in the serum medium [195].

2.3.2.5. Assembly of cell sheets. Stacking is widely used
to assemble 2D cell sheets with a sequential packing process
[185, 196, 197] (figure 5(c)-i). Although the monolayer cell
sheet can be manipulated and stacked by a simple pipetting
method [198, 199], the 2D cell sheets are likely to deform
because of the absence of material support. Therefore, Okano
et al established a manipulator with a gelatin-coating surface
to glue cell sheets and stack them layer by layer [200, 201].
Thismethod showed advantages in preventing the shrinkage of
cell sheets and was able to recycle the assembled cell sheets
by dissolving the gelatin via heating. Later, the gelatin was
replaced by the fibrin gel which served as supporting ECM
and may enhance the mechanical property of cell sheets for
implantation [202, 203]. These hydrogel manipulators enable
the generation of heterogeneous tissue structures with up to
ten layers of cell sheets. However, the current approach is a
bit time-consuming (20–30 min per layer of cell sheet) as it
needs to allow time for spontaneous cell adhesion [198]. As
for the magnetic control technique, the stacking of cell sheets
can be processed in both sheet-sheet assembling and sheet-
cell assembling [182, 183, 204, 205]. Recently, Lu et al estab-
lished a hamburger-like structure via stacking umbilical vein
endothelial cells (UVECs) and dental pulp stem cells using
the magnetic control technique [206]. Under the drive of a
magnetic field, the magnetic-labelled cells can form a cell
monolayer in 5 min while the lower cell layer would not be
damaged. Thus, the magnetic field can accelerate the stacking
process but additional culture time is still needed for the form-
ation of cell junctions. Besides, the shape of the cell sheet can
be tuned according to the magnetic field, which also enables
the fabrication of heterogeneous tissue structures [207]. In

general, stacking offers a reliable method for single-cell resol-
ution assembly of multilayered tissues.

Rolling is a simple manner to curve the 2D cell sheets form-
ing hollow or solid structures [186, 188, 208] (figure 5(c)-
ii). For example, Germin et al managed to roll the smooth
muscle cell sheet and fibroblast sheet with a polystyrene tube.
They further made a sequential rolling of smooth muscle cell
sheet and fibroblast sheet to form a tissue-engineered vascular
adventitia, which exhibited considerable mechanical proper-
ties to sustain physiological pressures [186]. In another work,
Kang et al constructed a biomimetic periosteum by rolling
a cell sheet composited of human UVECs (HUVECs) and
human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and secondly rolling
a cell sheet composited of osteogenic MSCs [188]. The self-
adaption property of the cell sheet induced by its flexibil-
ity allows for adhesion on an irregular surface. In this man-
ner, Jiang et al rolled the MSC sheets with a screw-shaped
implant to enhance the osseointegration of the implants [209].
Amanual rolling manner leads to poor accuracy in processing.
In this regard, Othman et al developed an automated system
that supported the rolling of multi-phase materials, including
materials sheet and cell sheet [210]. However, this automated
system required an additional substrate (i.e. alginate hydro-
gel) to offer mechanical support for a cell sheet during the
rolling process. Based on the rolling strategy, the cell sheet
can wrap other objects to form a higher-order cellular structure
[211] (figure 5(c)-iii). Recently, a novel self-fold strategy was
developed by Ramadhan et al to fabricate a liver microtissue
[212]. They controlled the degradation of the redox-responsive
hydrogel by tuning the reductant concentration. This leads to
the cell sheet’s self-folding behavior during the detachment
from the hydrogel. With this technique, they succeed in wrap-
ping HUVECs, collagen beads and liver cell spheroids with
a fibroblast sheet. In summary, the cell sheet rolling or wrap-
ping provides a simple but versatile tool to generate tubular,
spherical, and even irregular structures with heterogeneity.

To have a better overview of the characteristics of the above
mentioned biofabrication technologies, we have provided a
table as table 1.

3. Advances in the application of biofabrication
strategies with single-cell resolution

3.1. In vitro models

3.1.1. Single cell analysis. Analysis of bulk cell population
can only reflect the overall information. Considering the com-
mon heterogeneity in cell populations, single-cell analysis has
emerged to identify the minor subpopulations that play critical
roles. Various single-cell manipulation techniques have been
used to deliver single cells for downstream analysis.

The isolation and identification of single cells have allowed
for a precise understanding of disease diagnostics. The cir-
culating tumor cells, which only make up a small propor-
tion in the bloodstream (estimated lower than 1 cell per mil-
lion leukocytes), plays a crucial role in the early diagnosis
of tumorigenesis and study on its invasion and metastasis
[218, 219]. For example, Deng et al managed to isolate and
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Table 1. Characteristics of biofabrication technologies of building blocks with single-cell resolution.

Dimension of the building
blocks

Biofabrication
technologies

Potential hazards to cells
during fabrication Applications Merit and demerit

0D Interface barrier trapping — Pattern primary neurons
for generating neural
networks [16];
High-throughput
single-cell platform for
drug screening [18];
Pattern single bacteria for
high-throughput analysis
[24].

High cell viability as cells
are absent during barrier
fabrication;
Poor exchange of
nutrients for cell culture
within enclosed stencil
with thick structures;
Difficult to detach the
single-cell assembly from
the barrier.

Free single-cell trapping Magnetic materials [29,
33] and magnetic field
[37];
Joule heating and direct
field interactions [41];
Laser power [48, 50];
Heating or cavitation
effects from sound waves
[54];
Aspiration force.

Pattern cells for
angiogenesis study [35];
Pattern-specific single
bacteria as micro
detection tools [36];
Spatial single-cell control
and analysis [53];
Construct a paracrine
signaling network [62];
In vitromodel for immune
responses study [23].

Enable spatial movement
of single cells;
Magnetic fields enable
parallel manipulation of
single cells but the
introduced magnetic label
is difficult to remove;
Acoustic trapping is free
of particle labelling;
Single-cell self-assembly
is free of mechanical-
induced damage but faces
challenges in controlling
the assembling process;
Aspiration-based trapping
can precisely position and
assemble single cells but
the single cell directly
suffers from the suction.

Jetting-based single-cell
printing

Shear stress [6];
Heating or cavitation
effects from sound waves
[54];
Pulse impact onto the
substrate

Single cell patterning [86,
90];
Improve efficiency in
single-cell cloning [97];
Construct cellular
spheroids with
heterogeneity [99].

High-throughout;
Enable the generation of
single-cell droplets but
require real-time
feedback systems to
improve its efficiency;
Difficult to use ink with
high cell density and high
viscosity.

Droplet-based
microfluidic technology

Flow stress Single-cell droplets
generation [105];
Niche modelling [106,
107].

High-throughout;
Involvement of
immiscible phase for
droplet formation.

1D Molding Shear stress due to the
perfusion into narrow
structures

Fascicle-like tissue
construct [115];
Fiber ink for cell culture
[116].

Difficult to seed/perfuse
single cells into molds
with single-cell scale
microstructure;
Difficult to remove the
single-cell assembly from
the molds.

(Continued.)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

Extrusion bioprinting Shear stress [121, 122] Single-cell array printing
[126]

Allow generation of
customized fibers
according to the shape of
pre-set nozzles;
High-viscosity ink limits
the nozzle’s diameter
down to cell size for
single-cell printing;
Low-viscosity ink leads to
unstable generation of
single-cell fibers due to
cell aggregation and
sedimentation.

Electrospinning and
Electrowriting

Electric current [131];
Dehydration

3D cellular constructs for
guided cell orientation
[140];
3D cellular constructs
[143];
3D cellular hybrid
scaffolds with multiple
scales [144, 145];
Hierarchical scaffold for
skeletal muscle tissue
engineering [146].

Enable processing of
cell-laden ink to generate
single-cell fibers;
Difficult to generate
large-scale architectures
due to the weak
mechanical properties of
microfibrous structures.

Wet spinning and
Microfluidic spinning

Shear stress from the
micronozzles

Guide neurite elongation
[154]

Free of impact from
electric fields and
dehydration;
Highly dependent on the
rapid crosslinking
mechanism.

2D Digital light processing Light irradiation;
Cytotoxcity of
photoinitiator and
photoabsorbor

Microarchitecture
construct for
prevascularized tissue
formation [160]

Rapid fabrication due to
the use of patterning light
for crosslinking;
Difficult to generate
heterogeneous structures
with multi-materials;
Limited to photosensitive
materials;
Cell-induced light
scattering effect lowers
the printing resolution.

Cell sheet techniques Light irradiation [171];
Reactive oxygen species
for detachment [176];
Magnetic materials and
magnetic field [180–183];
Mechanical damage from
manual operation [188];
Ultrasonic vibration [193,
194].

Cardiac tissue
engineering [197];
Microvascular-like
networks pattern [199];
Prevascularized
multi-layer myoblast
sheet constructs [202];
Prevascularized stem cell
microtissue [205];
Hepatocellular carcinoma
spheroids [211].

Enable to generate cell
sheets with the tight
junction of cells;
Enable stacking, rolling,
and wrapping for
assembling;
Magnetic fields facilitate
cell sheet formation but
the magnetic label is
difficult to remove;
Difficult to control the
cell location during the
heterogeneous cell sheet
formation.

enrich the circulating tumor cells (colorectal cancer cells) from
whole blood by an integrated microfluidic chip where two
secreted proteins (IL-8 and VEGF) related to colorectal cancer

were assayed to demonstrate the feasibility of subsequent
single-cell secretome analysis [220]. In another example,
Armbrecht et al isolated the circulating tumor cells fromwhole
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blood with more than 95% efficiencies by trapping single
cells with functionalizedmagnetic beads [221]. The co-culture
enabled the beads to capture the secreted protein from the
cells, and the obtained data of epithelial adhesion molecule,
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 showed a sensitivity
at the single-cell level. Additionally, the detection with single-
cell sensitivity can also be visualized. Friedlander et al used
a volumetric bar chart chip to quantify the oxygen generated
by the reaction between hydrogen peroxide and a single tar-
geted cell labeled with Pt nanoparticles [222] (see figure 6(a)).
Moreover, high throughput characteristics grant single-cell
assay the capacity of drug screening. Sadoun et al established
a microfluidic single-cell device that can trap more than 2000
single cells at once for drug screening [223]. They further
evaluated the feasible screening of targeted drugs by inhib-
iting the single-cell clone formation of cancer cell lines (e.g.
MDA-MB-231) with specific agents (e.g. thiostrepton). These
single-cell microarrays potentially enable single-cell analysis
in a large scale. Xu et al used the patterned microarray chip to
trap the single HeLa cells andmonitor their activities including
proliferation cycle, response to drug resistance and esterase
activity dynamics for high-throughput screening [224].

Cell secretions are usually important regulators in the
cellular microenvironment. Apart from disease diagnostics,
single-cell analysis can be used to further study the differ-
ences induced by cell heterogeneity within the genetically
identical cell population. Peng et al established a single-cell-
laden environment where the secreted proteins can be cap-
tured for immunoassay without extraction [214]. This method
showed high feasibility in analyzing low abundance essential
secretions of a single cell, such as interleukin-6, interleukin-
8, and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, maintaining a
high throughput screening speed (6000 cell h−1) and secre-
tion heterogeneity in these cytokines from individual cells was
provided in this work. Due to the possible differences within
the same population of cells, single-cell analysis becomes
more important in specific scenarios at the single-cell level.
Assisted reproduction technologies are a typical application
where sperm selection is vital for successful fertilization. Von
Erlach et al evaluated the single sperm from different aspects
including cell viability, chromosomal content and acrosome
state [225]. However, the contamination introduced in the ana-
lysis process limits the recycling of the target cells for down-
stream applications. In this regard, non-invasive and non-label
techniques such as Raman spectroscopy and impedance detec-
tion may be a desiderate strategy to alleviate the potential
influence on target cells in single-cell analysis.

3.1.2. Cellular and tissue models. The cell response to the
signals from the external environment and cellular recept-
ors can be regulated by external cues such as mechanical
stress, electric signals, chemical exposure, or topographical
cues. Cellular models with single-cell resolution enable a
deeper vision to study the specific relationship between cells
and the external environment. For example, Yao et al veri-
fied the specific immobilized function of CD45 antibody for
T cells by selectively attaching the cells to single-cell scale

spots coating with different adhesion molecules (e.g. bovine
serum albumin, fibronectin, CD45 or CD43 antibody) [226].
Using atomic force microscopy and optical tracking of cal-
cium fluxes, they further demonstrated the negligible influ-
ences of CD45 immobilization on activation and calcium
reaction.

The topographical cues can also regulate cellular behavior
at the single-cell level. Wang et al cultured single Schwann
cells on the laminin patterns with different aspect ratios to
reveal that the cell with elongated nuclei can upregulate the
c-Jun expression, which is a remark of nerve repairing [215].
In another example, Lim et al used the cell-adhesion pattern
with different geometric shapes to alter the morphology of a
single MSC [227]. They found that the anisotropy of a single
cell influenced the fate of its differentiation, which induced
circular cells and anisotropic cells more likely to adipo-
genic differentiation and osteogenic differentiation, respect-
ively (figure 6(b)). The geometry-dependent cytoskeletal con-
tractility modulated the plasma membrane order by altering
the abundance of lipid rafts and caveolae, which guidedMSCs
differentiation [228]. Apart from stem cells, the phenomenon
of topographical cues in regulation exists in other cells such
as cancer cells and adult cells. With the assistance of single-
cell models, Chen et almanaged to study the relation between
cell spreading area and their proliferation behavior, and found
two critical spreading areas of cells for proliferation (e.g. con-
fined and free proliferation) in MSCs, Hela cell, and fibroblast
cells, respectively [216]. The resultant differences in cyto-
skeletal structures induced by the geometric cues may lead
to different cellular behavior. To study the influences of cyto-
skeletal structures on cellular uptake andDNA synthesis, Deng
et al fabricated the array with single-cell scale micropatterns
via selective surface modification and seeded the single cells
onto the different micropatterns coated with fibronectin [229].
They found that the cellular uptake and DNA synthesis was
improved in the larger spreading area and higher aspect ratio
pattern, which may contribute to the transfection efficiency of
MSCs (figure 6(c)).

The response to the external environment is highly related
to the inherent properties of cells. Therefore, different cellular
behaviors can be used to distinguish the cells. For example,
Schmitz et al found that the benign breast cells seeded on the
channels (with 10 µm depth) spread across channels to form
cell sheets whereas the metastatic breast cancer cells remained
spaced from each other [217]. However, apart from the identi-
fication between normal cells and cancer cells, the single-cell
model can be used to recognize the migrating cell subpopula-
tion which is curial to studying tumor metastasis. Armbrecht
et al established a mimicking lymphatic capillary to distin-
guish the migrating breast cancer cells and low-migrating
breast cancer cells based on their morphology of migrating the
channel (figure 6(d)) [230].

The heterogeneity in cell behavior can cause unpredict-
able results even within a genetically identical population.
To obtain sufficient data on the cell behavior of these single
cells for statistical analysis, high throughput parallel experi-
ments are important. Recently, Abate et al developed a multi-
channel cultivation platform for the parallel culture of single
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Figure 6. Examples of in vitro models with single-cell resolution. (a) Performance of Visual-Chip for detection of a single cell (i) and the
image of the containing cell under the microscope (ii). [213] John Wiley & Sons. © 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim. (b) Optical images (upper rows) of MSCs after (i) osteogenic differentiation and (ii) adipogenic differentiation, respectively. The
fluorescent images (lower rows) with cellular nuclei labeled by DAPI illustrated individual cells with different morphology. Scale bar:
25 µm. Reprinted from [214], Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier. (c) Fluorescent images of human MSCs with different sizes
and aspect ratios after uptake of cationic-modified microspheres (green). Actin filaments and nuclei are stained red and blue, respectively.
Scale bar: 100 µm. Reproduced from [215] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Migration behavior of MDA-MB-231
cells in the 6 µm × 10 µm capillary. The migrating cell (SCR) formed a stable and long stress fiber to migrate through the choke point,
while the low-migrating cell (GKD) squeezed into the choke point. The green fluorescence proteins were expressed by cells and the F-actin
fibers are labeled with red fluorescence protein. Reproduced from [216], with permission from Springer Nature. (e) Cell heterogeneity
during mammalian single-cell cultivation. (i) Genetically identical cells with different doubling time. (ii) Reabsorption after cell division.
(iii) Polynuclear cells (red arrow) induced by the absence of cell division. (iv) Quadruple division of one cell. Scale bar: (i) 50 µm;
(ii), (iii), (iv) 10 µm. [217] John Wiley & Sons. © 2020 The Authors. Biotechnology and Bioengineering published by Wiley Periodicals
LLC. (f) Optical image of the pattern with diode array for cell culture (i). And the fluorescent image of neurons stained for Tau-1 (green)
and MAP2 (red) (ii). Scale bar: 200 µm. Reproduced from [16], with permission from Springer Nature. (g) The cross-sectional image of
engineered alveolar barrier stained with hematoxylin & eosin (i). The collagen IV and laminin resulted from cell-ECM interaction existed in
the basement membrane (ii). The tight junction protein ZO-1 illustrated a solid intercellular connection (iii). The nuclei in (ii), and (iii) were
stained blue. Scale bar: (i) 20 µm; (ii), (iii) 50 µm. [5] John Wiley & Sons. © 2021 The Authors. Advanced Science published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH.

suspension cells to detect the heterogeneous growth and divi-
sion behavior among the Chinese hamster ovary cell popu-
lation via a single-cell culture manner (figure 6(e)) [213]. In
another example, Lin et al applied jetting-based printing to
generate an MCF-7 cell array to study the effect of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) on single-cell proliferation [231].
In vitro cellular models with single-cell resolution are also

beneficial for understanding intercellular interactions, which
are crucial for fundamental and clinical applications. For
example, Li et al established a neuro pattern where the single
cell was trapped within a hole but it can spread and form a
connection with others to study the interaction of neurons in a

hierarchical [16]. In this work, the patterned single neuro can
grow and form a diode-like neural network where the neur-
onal activities can be tracked and recorded along with calcium
imaging (figure 6(f)). Insufficient and misdirected axonal out-
growth can lead to failure of the reinnervation [232]. To study
the role of physical cues in stem cell differentiation, Solanki
et al established different cellular models with squares, stripes,
and grids patterns to study their differentiation, and they found
that the neural stem cells in a grids pattern were more likely to
differentiate to neurons even without adding soluble factors
[233]. But little neural stem cells differentiated in both the
unpatterned group and the group with pattern dimensions
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above 50 µm. That means the cellular interactions are not only
referred to the physical cues but also to the scale of these
cues, which suggests the necessity of single-cell in vitromod-
els. The advances in single-cell biofabrication techniques also
enable the generation of tissue models with precise architec-
tures. For example, Kang et al recapitulated a three-layered
alveolar barrier model with a thickness of almost 10 µm [5].
The monolayer of human alveolar-related cells was created by
inkjet printing and three overlapped monolayers were printed
orderly to form the 3D alveolar barrier model. The engineered
model possessed a high level of type IV collagen synthes-
ized inside the basement membrane and expressed laminins
along the boundary of the basement membrane in contact with
the endothelium and epithelium (figure 6(g)). Compared to
the unorganized model, tight junction protein ZO-1 and high
expression of pulmonary surfactant markers (SP-A and SP-B)
were found in the bioprinted models. These results implied
the tight junction formation of the alveolar barrier and its
physiological functions of barrier properties, which enabled
the model to take an immune response to the influenza A virus.
Together, cellular and tissue models with single-cell features
allow for the precise analysis of cell response and behavior.
These models serve as supplementary tools to cover the short-
age of population-based cellular models in mimicking the nat-
ive microenvironment.

3.2. Regenerative medicine

3.2.1. Aligned tissue constructs. The assembling of aligned
structures of cell filaments with single-cell scale into fibrous
bundles is a promising strategy for the precise fabrication of
anisotropic tissues, such as nerves, muscles and blood vessels.
For example, Patil et al orthogonally stamped the fibronectin
solution on alginate microfibers (20 µm in width) to gener-
ate adhering area for guiding the cell direction [234]. The pat-
terned fibers used as a scaffold for cell strand assembly allow
for resembling the natural muscle structure with orientation
(figure 7(a)). The single-cell biofabrication techniques enable
more accurate controllability of cells to construct fine archi-
tectures where cell junctions would be limited to the desirable
direction for alignment. In contrast, the cells in a population-
based engineered structure may lead to a low organization due
to the unwanted interaction between surrounding cells [141].
As shown in figure 7(b), the 3D construction composited of
single-cell fibers printed by electrohydrodynamic bioprinting
can better guide cell orientation. In another study, Yeo et al
fabricated an aligned structure by direct electrospinning the
UVECs-laden ink, which contributed to the myoblast form-
ation of the myoblasts seeded onto the aligned constructs
[147]. Compared to the cell seeding group, the cell-laden
electrospinning group showed better performance in promot-
ing vessel development. The myoblast seeded to the cell-
laden electrospinning scaffold showed enhanced myogenic
maturation. Very recently, Yeo et al electrospun the smooth
muscle cells onto the PCL fibrous membrane to form an
aligned cellular patch for esophageal regeneration [238]. After
implantation, the engineered patch facilitated epithelial cell
recruitment for better vascularization, improving esophageal

muscle regeneration. Another common strategy for gener-
ating single-cell scale alignment is creating microchannels,
particularly for constructing blood capillaries. For example,
Rayner et al used multiphoton ablation techniques to construct
3D microvascular structures in collagen hydrogels as engin-
eered microvascular tissues to recapitulate glomeruli where
the HUVECs migrated into the narrow lumens then endotheli-
alized under gravity-driven flow (figure 7(c)) [235]. Due to the
small size of the channels, it is challenging to perfuse the cell
solution to the microchannels [115]. Overall, the assembly of
single-cell scale building blocks shows advantages in generat-
ing heterogeneous structures in single-cell resolution as well
as guiding the cells to forming aligned structures. However, the
assembling of building blocks with single-cell resolution usu-
ally induces weak mechanical properties and time-consuming
processing, which limits its use in producing large-scale
products for regenerative medicine applications. Advances
in manipulating cellular filaments and co-culturing multiple
cells are needed in building sophisticated heterogeneous
structures.

3.2.2. Mono/multilayer tissue constructs. Tissues with mul-
tilayer architectures require the construction of lamellar struc-
tures with single-cell precision. Cell sheet technology can
obtain a confluent layer of cells as the basic unit to assemble
a multilayer tissue while preserving the intercellular matrix as
well as connections, providing an implant with a similar cell
density to the natural tissue [198]. Compared to the dissociated
cell injection, the cell sheet is more suitable for transplant with
less cell loss. Further, the scaffold-free cell sheet assembly can
reduce the potential inflammatory reactions caused by introdu-
cing scaffolds, while providing a method for tissue engineer-
ing vascularization.

Corneal is a multi-layer structure, compositing different
thin cellular lamina such as epithelium and epithelial. The
use of cell sheet technology in corneal repair is natural due
to its superiority of cellular lamina generation with single-
cell resolution. Epithelial cells can be extracted from the
patient’s healthy cornea or mouth and cultured to prepare
cell sheets that can be transplanted directly onto the injured
cornea without sutures [239]. Epithelial cell sheets show a
low immune response and ideal grafting results in corneal
transplants [240]. The endothelium has little capacity for cell
proliferation in vivo but exhibits complex barrier and pump
function [241], making it difficult to repair. For this matter, Ide
et almanaged to introduce endothelial cell sheets for repairing
the corneal endothelium [242]. The cell sheet exhibited sim-
ilar characteristics to the in vivo structure such as a hexagonal
shape of cells and microvilli. In another example, Sumide et al
fabricated a human corneal endothelial cell sheet with single-
cell layer and then grafted it to the rabbit model [236]. The
Xenograft transplantation results showed that the implanted
endothelial cell sheet remained a laminar structure beneath
the corneal stroma and possibly functioned to transport ions
from the corneal stroma (figure 7(d)). The cell sheets can also
be delivered by injection. For example, Jia et al developed an
injection method to transplant corneal endothelial cell sheets
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Figure 7. Applications of products with single-cell resolution for regenerative medicine. (a) 3D image of a section of the muscle-like
microfibers where cells are stained for nuclei (blue), fibronectin (red), and F-actin (green). [234] John Wiley & Sons. © 2016 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Printed C2C12 constructs composited of (i) ∼ 200 µm fibers obtained by conventional extrusion
bioprinting and (ii) ∼ 20 µm fibers by electrohydrodynamic bioprinting, respectively. The live staining images of cell structures were
obtained after >24 h culture. Reproduced from [141], with permission from Springer Nature. (c) Glomerular structure containing 3D
cellularized microvessels. (i) 3D images of glomerulus with inset cross-sectional views of the YZ and XZ plane, respectively;
(ii) VE-cadherin staining illustrated the tight junction of the endothelial monolayer; (iii) Red blood cells perfusion with single-cell transit
(bottom) illustrated microvessels’ function. [235] John Wiley & Sons. © 2021 The Authors. Advanced Healthcare Materials published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH. (d) The harvested cell sheet with a continuous monolayer was illustrated by Hematoxylin and Eosin staining
(i). Anti-Na+, K+-ATPase antibody (green) and propidium iodide (red) staining results showed that a certain pump function of corneal
endothelial cell sheets resulted from the distribution of Na+, K+-ATPase pump (ii). Slit lamp microscopy of the rabbit model from the
control group (red) and transplantation group (blue) after 7 day surgery and measure of their average corneal thickness after transplantation
both illustrated that cell sheets transplantation helped corneas reduce thickness, decrease swelling and improve transparency (iii). Scale bar:
(i), (ii) 20 µm. [236] John Wiley & Sons. © FASEB. (e) Characterization of prevascularized, multiple-layered cell sheets. (i) H&E staining
at cross-section of single- or double-layer cell sheets of different groups after 7 day culture; (ii) Images of Masson’s trichrome-stained
infarcted hearts at 8 weeks after implantation from different groups, i.e. no treatment, PLGA membranes seeded with endothelial cells
(PLGA + HUVEC), prevascularized multilayered fibroblast sheets (PMFS) and prevascularized multilayered cardiac reprogrammed cells
sheets (PMSC). Reduction in the fibrotic area was found in the PMCS group. Reproduced from [237] with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry. (f) Scanning electron micrographs of the triple-layer cell sheets containing UVECs (red) and ASCs (green)
(i). Immunofluorescence of ASCs (green), UVECs (purple) and osteopontin (red) in cell sheets cultured for 21 d in basal media without
osteogenic factors showed osteogenesis phenomenon (ii). Images of the newly formed vessels in chick chorioallantoic membrane assay
from cell sheet, basic fibroblast growth factor solution (positive control) and phosphate buffer solution (negative control) illustrated the
in vivo angiogenic potential of the cell sheets (iii). Reprinted from [183], Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier.

into the anterior chamber. The in vivo experiment results
showed that the corneal clarity and thickness recovered more
rapidly in the cell sheet injection group than that in the cell sus-
pension injection group [243]. This difference may be related
to the adhesion and tight junction of cells in cell sheets.

Similarly, cell sheet transplantation has demonstrated a bet-
ter repair outcome compared to intra-myocardial injection of
cell suspensions for myocardial repair [244]. Different cell
types, including skeletal muscle cells, MSCs, adipocytes, and
cardiomyocytes from newborn rats, have been used in the cell
sheet technique for repairing myocardial tissue [245]. Early
in 2012, Sawa et al reported clinical transplantation of auto-
logous myoblast sheets. The results showed that no arrhythmia
appeared in the patients, enabling the discontinued use of a left

ventricular assist system [246]. Later, Tanaka et al implanted
a hypoxia-pretreated autologous bone MSCs sheet into a rab-
bit model and demonstrated an ameliorative effect on car-
diac infarction [247]. These works demonstrated the poten-
tial of cell sheets in cardiac repair. Based on these inspiring
experiences, the researchers further introduced the induced
PSCs in cell sheets to address the issue of the cell source of
myocardial tissue. Kawamura et al prepared cell sheets using
human-induced PSCs derived from cardiomyocytes (hiPS-
CMs) and combined themwith omental flaps for ischemic car-
diomyopathy treatment trials in pigs [248]. The results showed
that hiPS-CMs improve cardiac function in ischemic cardi-
omyopathy by secreting multiple angiogenic factors [249],
while the combination of omental flaps improves the survival
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rate of hiPS-CM cell sheets after transplantation. In summary,
the cell sheet can be assembled to form an implant for cel-
lular therapy, but the limited vascularization after transplant-
ation is a concern [250]. A promising trend to enhance the
clinical effect of the thick assembly of cell sheets is the pre-
vascularization of the multilayer cell sheets. Song et al laid
out the cell sheets layer by layer and prevascularized them
by embedding endothelial cells between the layers [237]. Rat
transplantation experiments showed that the prevascularized
cell sheets reduced the area of fibrosis resulting from myocar-
dial infarction and promoted the recovery of cardiac function
(figure 7(e)).

Traditional scaffold-based methods for bone repair face
limitations such as dependence on scaffold materials and
insufficient vascularization. Multilayer cell sheet assembly
provides a promising solution. Shimizu et al performed bone-
repairing experiments on rats by injecting osteogenic cell
sheets made from rat bone marrow stromal cells [251]. A
hard callus induced by the recorticalization was found after
12 weeks, demonstrating the possibility of cell sheet assembly
in promoting bone regeneration. Apart from bone repairing,
these cell sheet assembly also has great potential in cartil-
age regeneration. Zhou et al implanted human rib-derived
chondrocyte sheets into nude mice [252]. The newly formed
cartilage in the harvested cartilage discs possessed similar
morphology and ECM components to native rib cartilage.
Vascularization is key to bone tissue repair. Necrosis result-
ing from a lack of vascular tissue limits the regenerative size
of bone tissue grafts. One solution is to assemble osteoblast
sheets with vascular endothelial cell sheets as implants. The
results of subcutaneous transplantation in nude mice validated
the osteogenic and vascularizing ability of the hybrid cell sheet
assembly [253]. Recently, Xu et al established a double-layer
cell sheet composited of BMSCs-derived endothelial cells
and BMSCs cell sheets for pre-vascularization [254]. After
endothelial cells migrated and rearranged to form lumens,
the cell sheets were then superimposed on BMSC-derived
osteoblast sheets to generate a triple-layer cell sheet for
bone regeneration. The pre-vascularized cell sheets exhib-
ited enhanced bone tissue and vascular regeneration. In addi-
tion, the cell sheet assembly technique with single-cell pre-
cision can be applied to mimic the bilayer structure of the
periosteum. Kang et al seeded HUVECs on undifferentiated
hMSCs sheets to generate the fibrous layer, while cultured
osteogenic hMSC sheets acted as the osteogenic layer [188].
The two cell sheets were combined orderly onto β-TCP scaf-
folds to form a periosteal implant. Nude mouse transplantation
experiments demonstrated its role in promoting angiogenesis
and osteogenesis.

In addition to the preservation of intercellular connections,
the assembly of homogeneous or heterogeneous cell sheets is a
greater advantage of the cell sheet techniques which enables to
fabrication of mono/multi-layer cellular laminas at single-cell
resolution. By assembling and pre-vascularizing multilayer
cell sheets, thick tissue grafts with a vascular structure can
be constructed in vitro. Sasagawa et al assembled HUVECs
with myogenic cell sheets to fabricate a five-layer structure,
in which endothelial cells formed connections through the

layers, constructing capillary-like structures [202]. This pre-
vascularization strategy is versatile in other tissue repairs. For
example, Lee et almixed endothelial cells and fibroblasts with
a fibrin hydrogel solution to generate a pre-vascularized sub-
strate in which the Keratinocytes were seeded and co-cultured
to form mucosal cell sheets [255]. Compared to the skin graft,
the cell sheets graft promoted wound closure and suppressed
fibrotic features leading to scar tissue formation. The cell sheet
assembly can also be applied to tissues with a cavity. For
example, Chen et al transplanted a cellular assembly com-
posited of smooth muscle cell sheets and endothelial progen-
itor cells for bladder repair [256–258]. Interestingly, these
multilayer cell sheets assembly can achieve differentiation of
stem cells via their interaction. In another study, Silva et al
sandwiched HUVECs between two layers of adipose-derived
stromal cells (ASCs) by magnetic forces [183]. In cooperation
with the synergic interaction between UVECs and ASCs, the
self-generation of growth factors and proteins facilitates osteo-
genesis in the cellular construct without additional osteogenic
differentiation factors and its in vivo angiogenic potential was
shown by embedding the cell sheet assembly into chick chori-
oallantoic membrane (figure 7(f)).

4. Concluding remarks and future perspectives

The generation and assembly of living building blocks are
the two key steps for modular biofabrication with single-
cell resolution. For 0D single-cell building blocks, some
of the above-mentioned techniques have enabled the isol-
ation from cell populations and the formation of 1D and
2D patterns. Specifically, the free single-cell trapping tech-
niques offer spatial control of cells with single-cell resolu-
tion, whereas the regional field-based techniques (i.e. mag-
netic, dielectrophoretic, and acoustic fields) would need to
confine the field to single-cell level for assembling heterogen-
eous cells. In contrast, the interface barrier trapping technique
has limited control over single cells spatially. Combined with
a mobile platform, aspiration trapping can be used to deposit
single cells spatially, but its damage to cells remains unclear.
The droplet-based microfluidic techniques can be incorpor-
ated with a sorting approach to improving the efficiency of
generating single-cell droplets, which further enhances the
manufacturing capacity of jetting-based bioprinting. For 1D
single-cell building blocks assembling, the molding tech-
nique can generate intricate patterns with single-cell resol-
ution, but fine filaments are usually used as substracts to
attract cells to form 1D single-cell fibers on their surfaces.
The emergence of suspension bioprinting makes it possible
with printing low-viscosity bioinks (even the cell suspen-
sion), which might ease the shear impact on cells while
printing single-cell fibers with a narrow nozzle. However,
the possible cell aggregation and sedimentation with low-
viscosity bioinks are likely to bring challenges to single-cell
fibers deposition. Currently, electrospinning and electrowrit-
ing have been applied to fabricate patterns or structures made
of single-cell fibers. By combining with other techniques (e.g.
fused deposition techniques), hybrid cellular scaffolds with
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multiscale features can be obtained. Wet spinning and micro-
fluidic spinning offer an electric-free and mild processing
method to generate 1D single-cell fibers that can be assembled
to form 2D patterns or 3D cellular structures via weaving,
reeling, knitting, and stacking techniques. For 2D single-cell
building block assembling, digital light processing is a rep-
resentative technique among light-based biofabrication tech-
niques, which can generate customized 2D patterns or 3D
structures. The cell-induced scattering of light should be well
addressed for the fabrication with single-cell resolution. Cell
sheet techniques provide a scaffold-free method to fabric-
ate 2D cellular monolayer building blocks that can be fur-
ther assembled via stacking, rolling and wrapping to form
3D structures. All the 0D (single-cell droplets), 1D (single-
cell filaments), and 2D (single-cell sheets) building blocks
can be used as modules to assemble higher-order patterns and
architectures depending on the demands. According to the
basic principle of geometry, 0D building blocks possesses the
highest resolution in space, while it yields the lowest speed
for scaling up (figure 2). Together, different building blocks
might suit different scenario; 0D single-cell droplets can form
heterogeneous microenvironment down to single-cell scale,
while 1D single-cell filaments show superior performance on
cell orienting and 2D single-cell sheets exhibit tight cell–cell
junction.

Assembly of cellular building blocks with single-cell res-
olution is a promising strategy to recapitulate the natural liv-
ing system where single-cell features are vital. Although early
single-cell isolation and manipulation techniques were mostly
used for high-throughput screening and single-cell analysis,
the advantages of spatial assembly of single-cell units have
been recently realized for cellular in vitromodeling and regen-
erative medicine applications. Differences in cellular behavior
have been found between single-cell-resolution models and
cell-populationmodels, which are likely related to the inherent
properties of cells and the biophysical cues (e.g. topological
structure and extracellular matrix component). As for regen-
erative medicine, high-order heterogeneous structures can be
engineered by assembling 0D single-cell building blocks but
is merely possible for cell population assembly techniques.
Nevertheless, these single-cell biofabrication technologies can
also enable the fabrication of scaffold-free and high-density
cellular structures by assembling 1D and 2D single-cell build-
ing blocks for tissue/organ repair.

Currently, single-cell printing [70, 72, 87] and assembly
[23, 64] have already been achieved. However, the single-
cell assembly strategy in recapitulating the complex architec-
ture still faces some major challenges, such as the adhesion
of the individual cells before fusion, the integration of the
ECM, and the long processing time. Before completely recon-
structing a large-scale tissue, microphysiological models may
be more achievable for single-cell biofabrication strategies.
Recently, organoids have attracted much attention as they can
resemble the 3D structure, composition, and biological func-
tion of an organ to some extent [259]. Mostly, the forma-
tion of organoids relies on the self-assembly of stem cells
[260], which may cause heterogeneity in organoids due to
the unpredictable behavior of cell populations [261–263]. The

assembly method has been used to generate organoids by dir-
ectly assembling various types of cells spatially, which can
form high-level organoids with mature functions [264] or
large-scale [265]. Thus, in cooperation with single-cell ana-
lysis, screening and machine learning, the selective cells can
be assembled to create the organoids, which seems an alternat-
ive method to improve their controllability, repeatability, and
even functionality.

Satisfied mechanical property is a major challenge for
cellular implants fabricated by single-cell biofabrication tech-
niques. Mostly, the living structures created by single-cell
biofabrication fail to meet the requirements of implantation
or collapse after implantation due to their delicate construc-
tion without sufficient support from materials. The cell sheet
techniques can be used to create transplantable structures, but
these engineered implants are still difficult to maintain con-
struction in vivo. Therefore, it is an alternative to fabricating
heterogeneous structures by means of assembly strategies that
use cell-population or biomaterial blocks to generate mech-
anical supporting components while the single-cell blocks are
used to resemble fine structures with single-cell distribution.
On the other hand, efficiency is another concern with single-
cell-resolution biofabrication. In modular assembly biofabric-
ation, the fabrication speed is highly related to the dimen-
sion and scale of the assembling units. Thus, it is helpful to
select the proper single-cell building blocks for specific uses,
considering the balance between the resolution and fabricat-
ing efficiency. For the techniques requiring single-cell build-
ing block catching (e.g. aspiration-based trapping), reducing
the sample loading time and continuous deposition can dra-
matically improve the efficiency. Besides, for the techniques
with feedback systems for real-time monitoring, an optim-
ized algorithm is beneficial to shorten the computing time.
The hybrid assembly strategy that combined cell-population-
based blocks and single-cell-based blocks is also promising to
improve the efficiency of single-cell biofabrication for large-
scale object manufacturing.

In all, biofabrication with single-cell resolution greatly
adds to the cell-population biofabrication to recapitulate
the single-cell features. The combination of single-cell-
feature building blocks and cell-population/biomaterial build-
ing blocks should advance the building of higher-order hetero-
structures with both physicochemical and biological features,
contributing to the engineering of complex tissues.
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